Parent/Guardian’s Code of Conduct
1. My child plays soccer for his or her benefit, not mine.
2. I will not give instructions to players -- that is the coach's role.
3. I will never question the referee's judgment, integrity or honesty.
4. I will support all efforts to eliminate verbal and physical abuse from the game of soccer.
5. If I am upset by something I will wait 24 hours before discussing the issue with the team manager and will do so in a private and constructive
manner, in a face-to-face conversation if at all possible.
6. I will show respect for all players, all coaches, all officials and all spectators at all times.
7. I will teach my child that doing one's best is as important as winning, so that my child will never feel defeated by the outcome of a game.
8. I will never take part in a practice, game or team event while under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol.
9. I will make my child feel like a winner by offering praise for competing fairly and doing their best.
10. I will encourage my child to play by the rules and to resolve conflicts without resorting to hostility or violence.
11. Children learn by example. I will applaud good plays by both my child's team and their opponents.
12. I will make sure that my child arrives for practices and games at the time designated by the manager/coach, ready to begin.
13. I will not take part in any form of bullying, whether that be to a parent, player, team coach, referee or club representative. Bullying in any form,
whether in person, electronically (any form of social media) will not be tolerated.
14. I realize that the team can be penalized for my behaviour. I will obey a request by a referee or from the team's Coach to stop the out of line
behavior or even to leave the vicinity of the field.
15. I will make sure that any team or MYSA equipment (including but not limited to jerseys) is returned to the team manager at the end of the
season.

I realize that failure to abide by the Code of Conduct may result in removal of myself, and potentially my child, from the vicinity of
the playing field and potentially further sanctions by MYSA, including exclusion from future participation.
Please keep this code ~ Follow its Guidelines for the Whole Season

To indicate that you have read and will follow this code, please sign the Code of Conduct form supplied by the team
coach/manager.

